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Abstract
We introduce the notion of joint torsion for several commuting operators satisfying a Fredholm condi-
tion. This new secondary invariant takes values in the group of invertibles of a field. It is constructed by
comparing determinants associated with different filtrations of a Koszul complex. Our notion of joint tor-
sion generalize the Carey–Pincus joint torsion of a pair of commuting Fredholm operators. As an example,
under more restrictive invertibility assumptions, we show that the joint torsion recovers the multiplicative
Lefschetz numbers. Furthermore, in the case of Toeplitz operators over the polydisc we provide a link be-
tween the joint torsion and the Cauchy integral formula. We will also consider the algebraic properties
of the joint torsion. They include a cocycle property, a triviality property and a multiplicativity property.
The proof of these results relies on a quite general comparison theorem for vertical and horizontal torsion
isomorphisms associated with certain diagrams of chain complexes.
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1. Introduction
Let us start by presenting a short overview of some results of Richard Carey and Joel Pincus
related to their joint torsion invariant. This should serve as sufficient motivation for the introduc-
tion of the multivariable generalization which we will discuss afterwards.
The point of departure is a pair of commuting Fredholm operators (A,B) on some vector
space E over a field F. Thus, we assume that all kernels and cokernels are finite-dimensional and
that the commutator [A,B] = 0 is trivial. The kernel and cokernel of A then fit in a long exact
sequence of vector spaces
EA :
0 Ker(A)∩ Ker(B) Ker(A) −B Ker(A) H1(A,B)
0 E/(Im(A)+ Im(B)) Coker(A) Coker(A)
B
(1.1)
Here H1(A,B) is the first Koszul homology group of the commuting pair (A,B). Likewise, the
kernel and cokernel of B fit in another long exact sequence of vector spaces
EB :
0 Ker(A)∩ Ker(B) Ker(B) A Ker(B) H1(A,B)
0 E/(Im(A)+ Im(B)) Coker(B) Coker(B)−A
(1.2)
We can then apply a determinant functor to these two long exact sequences of finite-dimensional
vector spaces. After some canonical identifications, we obtain two possibly distinct isomor-
phisms
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at the level of determinants. The quotient of these two isomorphisms is an automorphism of a
one-dimensional vector space and can thus be identified with an invertible number. This number
is, up to a sign, the Carey–Pincus joint torsion of the commuting pair of Fredholm operators,
τ(A,B) = (−1)ν(A,B)T (A)−1 ◦ T (B) ∈ F∗.
Here the exponent ν(A,B) ∈ N ∪ {0} is given by dimensions of Koszul homology groups. We
refer to the paper [6] for more details on this construction.
Let us pass to a description of some important results. First of all, we outline the relation
to the second algebraic K-group. This relation can be explained by means of the determinant
invariant of Larry Brown. The determinant invariant is a homomorphism d : K2(L/F) → F∗
from the second algebraic K-group of the quotient ring L/F to the group of invertibles of the
field. Here L := L(E) is the linear operators on the vector space E and F := F(E) is the ideal
of finite rank operators. For more details on the determinant invariant we refer to the book of
Jonathan Rosenberg [21] and the papers [3,15,22]. The two commuting Fredholm operators A
and B determine two invertible and commuting elements in the quotient ring L/F . In particular,
we get a Steinberg symbol {q(A), q(B)} ∈ K2(L/F) in the second algebraic K-group of the
quotient ring. Here q : L → L/F denotes the quotient map. The relation between joint torsion
and algebraic K-theory can now be stated.
Theorem 1.0.1. (See [6, Theorem 2].) The joint torsion of the commuting pair of Fredholm
operators (A,B) agrees with the determinant invariant of the Steinberg symbol {q(A), q(B)} ∈
K2(L/F). Thus, in formulas we have the identity
τ(A,B) = d{q(A), q(B)}
in the group of invertibles F∗.
As an important consequence of the above description we get a multiplicativity property for
the joint torsion. Indeed, since the Steinberg symbol is bilinear we get that
τ(A ·C,B) = τ(A,B) · τ(C,B). (1.3)
Here C is an extra Fredholm operator which commutes with B . It also follows from Theo-
rem 1.0.1 that the joint torsion is invariant under finite rank perturbations.
The next result, which we would like to describe, is a complete calculation of the joint torsion
in the case of Toeplitz operators over the disc. This can be thought of as a multiplicative index
theorem. We look at two continuous and invertible functions on the circle f,g : S1 → C∗. We
will then assume that these two functions extend to holomorphic functions on the disc. The
associated Toeplitz operators on Hardy space Tf and Tg : H 2(D◦) → H 2(D◦) then form a pair of
commuting Fredholm operators, (Tf , Tg). In particular, we can assign a joint torsion τ(Tf , Tg) ∈
F
∗ to the pair of Toeplitz operators.
On the other hand, we could look at the behavior of the meromorphic function f/g near the
zeros and poles. To be precise, the holomorphic functions f and g have a finite number of zeros
λ1, . . . , λn ∈ D◦ in the interior of the disc. The multiplicities of a zero λi ∈ D◦ will be denoted
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quotients
cλi (f, g) = (−1)μf (λi )·μg(λi ) lim
z→λi
f (z)μg(λi )
g(z)μf (λi )
∈ C∗
is then a well-defined invertible number. The product of these limits
c(f, g) =
n∏
i=1
cλi (f, g) ∈ C∗
is known as the tame symbol of f and g. For more details we refer to the paper [11] by Pierre
Deligne.
Theorem 1.0.2. (See [6, Proposition 1].) The joint torsion of the pair of Toeplitz operators
(Tf , Tg) coincides with the tame symbol of the pair of functions (f, g). Thus, in formulas we
have the identity
τ(Tf , Tg) = c(f, g).
Notice that there are other descriptions available for the tame symbol. For example, this quan-
tity can be expressed as the monodromy of a flat line bundle. See [1,6,11].
The very simple question which we will investigate in the present paper can now be formu-
lated:
“What happens when we replace a pair of commuting Fredholm operators by a commuting
tuple?”
Thus, let us consider a commuting tuple A = (A1, . . . ,An) of linear operators on the vector
space E. This commuting tuple gives rise to a Koszul complex K(A). We will think of the
Koszul complex as a Z2-graded chain complex and denote the Z2-graded homology group by
H(A) = H+(A) ⊕ H−(A). Our first task is to find a replacement for the long exact sequences
(1.1) and (1.2). One possibility is to remove one of the operators from the commuting tuple A,
say the operator Ai . Thus, we could look at the commuting tuple i(A) = (A1, . . . , Âi , . . . ,An)
for some i ∈ {1, . . . , n}. It can then be proved that we have a short exact sequence of Koszul
complexes
0 −−−−→ K(i(A)) −−−−→ K(A) −−−−→ K(i(A))[1] −−−−→ 0. (1.4)
Here the notation “[1]” refers to the operation of changing both the sign of the differential and
the grading of a Z2-graded chain complex. In particular, we get a six term exact sequence of even
and odd Koszul homology groups,
H+(i(A)) −−−−→ H+(A) −−−−→ H−(i(A))
Ai
⏐⏐ ⏐⏐
Ai (1.5)
H+(i(A)) ←−−−− H−(A) ←−−−− H−(i(A))
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plex of the commuting tuple i(A). The six term exact sequences obtained in this fashion can be
thought of as analogs of the long exact sequences (1.1) and (1.2).
Let us suppose that the commuting tuple i(A) is Fredholm. This means that the Koszul ho-
mology group H(i(A)) is a finite-dimensional vector space. We can then apply a determinant
functor to our six term exact sequence in homology (1.5). After some canonical identifications
this gives rise to an isomorphism
Ti(A) : det
(
H+(A)
)→ det(H−(A))
between the determinants of the even and odd Koszul homology groups of the commuting tu-
ple A.
We could carry out the same construction for some fixed j ∈ {1, . . . , n}. Thus, if we assume
that the commuting tuple j (A) is Fredholm as well, we get another isomorphism
Tj (A) : det
(
H+(A)
)→ det(H−(A))
between the same one-dimensional vector spaces. The quotient of these two isomorphism can
therefore be identified with an invertible number
τi,j (A) = (−1)μi(A)+μj (A)Tj (A)−1 ◦ Ti(A) ∈ F∗.
This is the joint torsion transition number in position (i, j). The exponents μi(A) and μj (A) ∈
N ∪ {0} are given by appropriate dimensions of Koszul homology groups. It can be proved that
our joint torsion recovers the Carey–Pincus joint torsion when the commuting tuple A consists of
a pair of Fredholm operators. The joint torsion transition numbers are the principal subject of the
present paper. Let us state our main results. The first one justifies the use of the word “transition”
in our definition. Indeed, the joint torsion transition numbers satisfy the same relations as the
transition functions of a line bundle.
Theorem 1.0.3. Suppose that k ∈ {1, . . . , n} is an extra number such that the commuting tuple
k(A) = (A1, . . . , Âk, . . . ,An) is Fredholm. The joint torsion transition numbers then satisfy the
cocycle property
τi,j (A) = τj,i(A)−1, τi,j (A) · τj,k(A) = τi,k(A).
The second one is a triviality property. It says that the joint torsion transition number in posi-
tion (i, j) is equal to the identity when the commuting tuples i(A) and j (A) are Fredholm for a
trivial reason. For example, in the case of a commuting pair of operators it means that the joint
torsion is trivial when the vector space is finite-dimensional. As another example, the theorem
implies that the joint torsion transition number in position (i, j) is equal to one, when Ak ∈ L(E)
is a Fredholm operator for some k = i, j .
Theorem 1.0.4. The joint torsion transition number in position (i, j) is trivial when the Koszul
homology group H((ij)(A)) is finite-dimensional. Thus, τi,j (A) = 1. Here we let (ij)(A) :=
(A1, . . . , Âi , . . . , Âj , . . . ,An) denote the commuting tuple obtained from A by removing both of
the operators Ai and Aj .
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multiplicativity property for the Carey–Pincus joint torsion stated in (1.3). We let B =
(A1, . . . ,Bm, . . . ,An) be another commuting tuple which only differs from A = (A1, . . . ,An)
in the mth coordinate. By the product of A and B we will then understand the commuting tuple
A ·B = (A1, . . . ,Am ·Bm, . . . ,An). Notice that we do not assume that the operators Am and Bm
commute.
Theorem 1.0.5. Suppose that two of the three joint torsion transition numbers τi,j (A), τi,j (B)
and τi,j (A ·B) make sense. Then the third one is also well-defined and related to the two others
by the multiplicativity relation
τi,j (A) · τi,j (B) = τi,j (A ·B).
It might be worthwhile to discuss some aspects of the proofs of Theorems 1.0.4 and 1.0.5.
The main tool is a comparison result for determinants of certain triangles of chain complexes.
These triangles appear as the rows and columns of a larger diagram of chain complexes. This
comparison theorem lies at the technical core of the paper and we spend some time giving a
detailed proof. It should be noted that our results are linked to the construction of determinant
functors on triangulated categories. See [2,18]. We will present some discussion of this relation
in the present paper even though our general approach is simple minded and does not require any
understanding of the more elaborate category theory.
There are at least three other important issues which we do not treat in this paper, but which
we hope to address in the future.
The first one is the extension of the invariant to the almost commuting case (thus commuta-
tivity up to finite rank for general vector spaces and up to trace class for Hilbert spaces). The
main reason for staying in the commutative case is the lack of an appropriate Koszul complex
for almost commuting operators. It is therefore not immediately clear how to cover this situa-
tion. In the case of pairs of operators the problem can be handled by looking at commutative
squares where the vertical maps as well as the horizontal maps agree up to operators of finite
rank (or trace class). See the paper [7] by R. Carey and J. Pincus. The extension of the invariant
to this setup does however also require the rather involved concept of perturbation vectors. In the
present paper we will shortly discuss how to extend the multivariable joint torsion to the almost
commuting case but we do in general leave the problem for future research.
The second issue is the relation between the joint torsion transition numbers and algebraic K-
theory. Indeed, suppose that the Koszul homology group H(A) = {0} is trivial. In this case, we
give a formula for the joint torsion transition numbers in terms of quotients of determinants. See
Theorem 3.4.1. The appearance of this multiplicative Lefschetz number suggests that the joint
torsion transition numbers could be obtained as values of the determinant invariant on the second
algebraic K-group. This is also supported by Theorem 1.0.1 which states that this is the case
in the low-dimensional situation. The K-theoretic interpretation of the joint torsion is currently
under investigation.
The third issue is the extension of the Carey–Pincus multiplicative index theorem to the case
of Toeplitz operators over the polydisc. See Theorem 1.0.2. This task is harder than finding
a K-theoretic interpretation of the joint torsion. Indeed, it is not completely clear what the
correct replacement of the tame symbol should be. However, let f ∈ A(Un) be an invertible
element of the polydisc algebra. We can then compute the joint torsion transition number in po-
sition (1, j) of the commuting tuple Tα = (Tf , Tz −α , . . . , Tzn−αn) of Toeplitz operators. Here1 1
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are the coordinate functions on the n-torus. The joint torsion is then simply given by the evalua-
tion of f ∈ A(Un) at the point α = (α1, . . . , αn) ∈ Un,
τ1,j (Tα) = f (α) ∈ C∗.
This result is obtained in Theorem 3.5.2.
2. Torsion isomorphisms
In this section we will construct torsion isomorphisms in different contexts. The first subsec-
tion is concerned with the most basic situation. We look at an odd endomorphism of a Z2-graded
vector space which satisfies an exactness condition. We then associate a determinant to such an
endomorphism. The second subsection is concerned with determinants of odd exact triangles of
finite-dimensional vector spaces. We use the construction of the first subsection to give a defini-
tion of a determinant in this situation. The last subsection is concerned with determinants of odd
triangles of chain complexes which satisfy a homotopy exactness condition. Furthermore, these
chain complexes are supposed to have finite-dimensional homology. We use the construction of
the second subsection to give a definition of a determinant in this situation.
It should be noted that the material of this section is rather basic but also absolutely essential
for the rest of the paper. We should also mention that our torsion isomorphisms are related to
the construction of determinant functors in various settings. Thus, we refer to the papers [2,10,
17,16,18]. We present a more detailed remark on this relation at the very end of the section.
Our exposition will nonetheless be very simple minded and does not rely on any of these more
elaborate results.
2.1. The torsion isomorphism of an odd exact endomorphism
Let F be a field and let V be an n-dimensional vector space over F. We let det(V ) denote
the top part of the exterior algebra over V , thus det(V ) := Λn(V ). This one-dimensional vector
space will be referred to as the determinant of V . Furthermore, we let V ∗ := Hom(V ,F) denote
the dual of the vector space V .
Now, let E+ and E− be two vector spaces over F of the same finite dimension. Let σ : E+ →
E− be an isomorphism. We will then let det(σ ) : det(E+) → det(E−) denote the isomorphism
obtained by functoriality of the exterior power. This isomorphism will be referred to as the deter-
minant of σ . In the case where E+ = E− we can identify the determinant of σ with an invertible
element in the field F.
Let us look at the Z2-graded finite-dimensional vector space E := E+ ⊕ E− given by the
direct sum of E+ and E−. Let α : E → E be an odd endomorphism, thus α ∈ End−(E) is given
by a matrix
α =
(
0 α−
α+ 0
)
: E+ ⊕E− → E+ ⊕E−
relative to the decomposition E = E+ ⊕E−.
Definition 2.1.1. We will say that α ∈ End−(E) is exact when the kernel of α+ agrees with the
image of α− and vice versa, thus Ker(α+) = Im(α−) and Ker(α−) = Im(α+).
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α− : E− → E+. Recall that this corresponds to the choice of algebraic decompositions
E+ ∼= Im(α−)⊕Q− and E− ∼= Ker(α−)⊕C−.
It then follows from the exactness of α ∈ End−(E) that the linear map α+ + α†− : E+ → E− is
an isomorphism.
Definition 2.1.2. By the torsion isomorphism of α ∈ End−(E) we will understand the determi-
nant of the isomorphism α+ +α†− : E+ → E−. The torsion isomorphism of α will be denoted by
T (α), thus
T (α) := det(α+ + α†−) ∈ Hom(det(E+),det(E−))− {0}.
Notice that the torsion isomorphism is not a non-zero element in the field F but only a non-
zero vector in a one-dimensional vector space over F.
Lemma 2.1.3. The torsion vector of α is independent of the choice of pseudo-inverse of α−.
Proof. Let α∗− : E+ → E− be a different choice of a pseudo inverse for α− : E− → E+. Let us
use the notation
e = α†−α− ∈ L(E−) p = α−α†− ∈ L(E+)
f = α∗−α− ∈ L(E−) q = α−α∗− ∈ L(E+)
for the idempotents associated with the different choices of pseudo-inverses.
We then have the relation
α+ + α∗− = α+ + f α†−q = (1 − e + f )
(
α+ + α†−
)
(1 − p + q)
between the different isomorphisms. In particular, we get the relation
det
(
α+ + α∗−
)= det(1 − e + f ) · det(α+ + α†−) · det(1 − p + q)
between the different determinants. The result of the lemma is now a consequence of the identi-
ties det(1 − e + f ) = 1 = det(1 − p + q), which can be easily verified. 
2.2. The torsion isomorphism of an odd exact triangle
Let us consider an odd triangle of vector spaces
V : V 1 v1−−−−→ V 2 v2−−−−→ V 3 v3−−−−→ V 1.
This means that the vector spaces V i = V i+ ⊕ V i− are Z2-graded for all i ∈ {1,2,3} and that the
linear maps v1, v2 and v3 are odd.
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V 1+
v1+−−−−→ V 2−
v2−−−−−→ V 3+
v3−
⏐⏐ v3+⏐⏐

V 3− ←−−−−
v2+
V 2+ ←−−−−
v1−
V 1−
is exact.
We can form a Z2-graded vector space out of the odd triangle V . We will also use the letter
V := V+ ⊕ V− for this vector space. It is given by the positive and negative components
V+ := V 1+ ⊕ V 2+ ⊕ V 3+ and V− := V 1− ⊕ V 2− ⊕ V 3−. (2.1)
We then get an odd endomorphism v ∈ End−(V ) defined by the matrices
v+ :=
⎛
⎜⎝ 0 0 v
3+
v1+ 0 0
0 v2+ 0
⎞
⎟⎠ and v− :=
⎛
⎜⎝ 0 0 v
3−
v1− 0 0
0 v2− 0
⎞
⎟⎠ .
Here we use the decompositions of V+ and V− given by (2.1).
The following lemma is then an immediate consequence of the definitions.
Lemma 2.2.2. The odd endomorphism v ∈ End−(V ) is exact if and only if the odd triangle V is
exact.
Suppose that our odd triangle V is exact and that the vector space V i is finite-dimensional for
all i ∈ {1,2,3}. By combining Lemmas 2.2.2 and 2.1.3 we can give a definition of the torsion
isomorphism associated to V .
Definition 2.2.3. By the torsion isomorphism of the odd exact triangle V we will understand the
torsion isomorphism of the odd exact endomorphism v ∈ End−(V ). The torsion isomorphism of
V will be denoted by T (V ), thus by definition
T (V ) := T (v) ∈ Hom(det(V+),det(V−))− {0}.
2.3. The torsion isomorphism of an odd homotopy exact triangle
Let us consider a Z2-graded chain complex, X. Thus, X = X+ ⊕ X− is a Z2-graded vector
space equipped with an odd endomorphism d ∈ End−(X) of square equal to zero, d2 = 0. The
homology of X is given by the Z2-graded vector space
H(X) := Ker(d)/ Im(d) = H+(X)⊕H−(X)
where the components are defined by
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We will refer to the odd endomorphism d : X → X as the differential on X.
Definition 2.3.1. By an odd triangle of chain complexes we will understand an odd triangle of
vector spaces
X : X1 v1−−−−→ X2 v2−−−−→ X3 v3−−−−→ X1
such that
(1) Each Z2-graded vector space Xi is a Z2-graded chain complex.
(2) The odd linear maps
v1 : X1 → X2, v2 : X2 → X3, v3 : X3 → X1
are odd chain maps. This means that they are odd homomorphisms of Z2-graded vector
spaces which anti-commute with the differentials.
Let us fix an odd triangle of chain complexes
X : X1 v1−−−−→ X2 v2−−−−→ X3 v3−−−−→ X1.
By passing to homology we get an induced odd triangle of vector spaces
H(X) : H (X1) v1−−−−→ H (X2) v2−−−−→ H (X3) v3−−−−→ H (X1).
We will now give a sufficient condition for the exactness of this odd triangle at the level of
homology.
Definition 2.3.2. We will say that the odd triangle of chain complexes X is homotopy exact when
there exist odd linear maps
t1 : X2 → X1, t2 : X3 → X2, t3 : X1 → X3
which satisfy the conditions:
(1) The maps define chain homotopies between 0 and the squares of the odd chain maps associ-
ated with X. Thus, we have the identity
di−1t i−1 + t i−1di = vi+1vi : Xi → Xi−1
for all i ∈ {1,2,3}. Here the notation di : Xi → Xi refers to the differential on Xi . Notice
that we calculate with the indices modulo three.
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chain maps
vi−1t i−1 + t ivi : Xi → Xi
are chain homotopic to the identity for all i ∈ {1,2,3}. Remark that the chain map property
follows from the above chain homotopy condition.
We will refer to the opposite odd triangle of vector spaces
X† : X1 ←−−−−
t1
X2 ←−−−−
t2
X3 ←−−−−
t3
X1
as a homotopy for X.
As promised above we then have the following lemma.
Lemma 2.3.3. If the odd triangle of chain complexes X is homotopy exact, then the odd triangle
of vector spaces H(X) is exact.
Proof. We need to prove that the induced sequence of six terms
H+(X1)
v1−−−−→ H−(X2) v
2−−−−→ H+(X3)⏐⏐v3 v3⏐⏐

H−(X3) ←−−−−
v2
H+(X2) ←−−−−
v1
H−(X1)
is exact.
Let i ∈ {1,2,3}. First of all the identity vi+1vi = 0 follows by noting that t i−1 : Xi → Xi−1
defines a homotopy between vi+1vi : Xi → Xi−1 and zero.
Now, assume that vi[x] = 0 for some [x] ∈ H(Xi). Let x ∈ Xi be a representative of
[x] ∈ H(Xi) and let y ∈ Xi+1 be an element with di+1(y) = vi(x). Notice that di(x) = 0 by
assumption. We define an element z ∈ Xi−1 by the formula z := vi+1(y) + t i−1(x). We then
have that
di−1(z) = (di−1vi+1)(y)+ (di−1t i−1)(x) = −(vi+1di+1)(y)+ (vi+1vi)(x) = 0.
Thus, z ∈ Xi−1 defines a class [z] ∈ H(Xi−1). We can then calculate as follows
vi−1[z] = [(vi−1vi+1)(y)+ (vi−1t i−1)(x)]= [(t idi+1)(y)+ (vi−1t i−1)(x)]
= [(t ivi)(x)+ (vi−1t i−1)(x)]= [x]
in the homology group H(Xi). This proves the lemma. 
Suppose that X is an odd homotopy exact triangle of chain complexes. Furthermore, suppose
that the induced odd exact triangle H(X) consists of finite-dimensional vector spaces.
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derstand the torsion isomorphism of the odd exact triangle induced by X at the level of homology.
Thus, by definition
T (X) := T (H(X)) ∈ Hom(det(H+(X)),det(H−(X)))− {0}.
Here we recall that H(X) also denotes the Z2-graded vector space given by the components
H+(X) := H+
(
X1
)⊕H+(X2)⊕H+(X3) and
H−(X) := H−
(
X1
)⊕H−(X2)⊕H−(X3).
See Section 2.2.
As mentioned in the introduction to this section we now present a remark on the relation
between determinantal functors on triangulated categories and the above torsion isomorphisms.
Remark 2.3.5. We recall that a triangulated category is an additive category T together with
an additive automorphism Σ : T → T and a class of distinguished triangles. These triangles are
required to satisfy J. Verdier’s axioms (TR1)–(TR4). See [26]. For us the most important example
is the derived category DZ2fin (A) of Z2-graded chain complexes with finite-dimensional homology.
Thus, A := Vect is the abelian category of vector spaces over the field F. The distinguished
triangles are up to isomorphism of the form
	 : X v−−−−→ Y −−−−→ C(v) −−−−→ ΣX
where the translation function Σ := [1] is given by change of grading. The map v : X → Y is an
(even) chain map and C(v) is the associated cone complex.
To continue, we recall that a determinant functor det : T → P with values in a Picard category
is a functor det : T iso → P on the underlying isomorphism category together with an isomor-
phism det(	) : det(Y ) → det(X)⊗det(C(v)) for each distinguished triangle 	. The determinant
functor is required to satisfy extra conditions of naturality, commutativity and associativity. The
most substantial of these conditions is the associativity condition which provides a commutative
diagram of isomorphisms in the Picard category from an octahedral diagram. The notion was in-
troduced by M. Breuning and relies on earlier work of P. Deligne, F. Knudsen and D. Mumford.
See [2] and [10,17].
Now, to each Z2-graded chain complex with finite-dimensional homology, X, we can asso-
ciate the one-dimensional vector space
det(X) := det(H+(X))∗ ⊗ det(H−(X)).
Furthermore, to each quasi-isomorphism v : X → Y we have an associated isomorphism
det(v) : det(X) → det(Y ), det(v) := det(H+(v)−1)∗ ⊗ det(H−(v))
of homology determinants. In this way we obtain a functor det : DZ2fin (A)iso → P where P de-
notes the Picard category of one-dimensional vector spaces over F.
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sequence in homology
H(	) :
H+(X)
H+(v)−−−−→ H+(Y ) −−−−→ H+(C(v))⏐⏐ ⏐⏐

H−(C(v)) ←−−−− H−(Y ) ←−−−−
H−(v)
H−(X)
By the construction of Section 2.2 we thus get a torsion isomorphism
det(	) : det(H+(X)⊕H+(C(v))⊕H−(Y ))→ det(H+(Y )⊕H−(X)⊕H−(C(v)))
and after canonical identifications this map yields an isomorphism
det(	) : det(Y ) → det(X)⊗ det(C(v)).
It is not hard to verify that det satisfies the naturality and commutativity conditions for a determi-
nant functor. However, the associativity condition requires more substantial arguments. We shall
see later on in Section 4 how our comparison result for vertical and horizontal torsion isomor-
phisms is related to the associativity condition.
The natural and commutative determinant functor which we have defined above is related to
a construction of determinant functors which is due to M. Breuning. See [2, Proposition 5.5 and
Proposition 5.8]. The input data for Breuning’s construction is a cohomological functor H : T →
A with values in an abelian category A together with a determinant functor det : A → P on the
abelian category. However, the construction is rooted in a bounded Z-graded framework. We
ignore for the moment whether Breuning’s methods carry over to the Z2-graded context which
we are considering in this paper.
Finally, we should remark that a homotopy exact triangle in the sense of Definition 2.3.2 is
isomorphic to a distinguished triangle
X1
v1−−−−→ X2 −−−−→ C(v1) −−−−→ ΣX1
in the derived category DZ2(A) of Z2-graded chain complexes. The desired quasi-isomorphisms
can be defined using the homotopy X† for X. Notice that the use of odd chain maps is only a
matter of convention.
3. Joint torsion of commuting operators
The main focus of this section lies on the construction of the joint torsion transition numbers
of a commuting tuple of linear operators satisfying a Fredholm condition. In the first subsection
we recall the definition of the Koszul complex of a commuting tuple of linear operators. In the
second subsection we will review some results from the Fredholm theory in several variables.
We will do this in a purely algebraic context. In the third subsection we construct the joint tor-
sion transition numbers and prove some of their basic properties. This part lies at the heart of
the present article. We also discuss how to extend the invariant to the almost commuting case.
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examples. The first example is concerned with the situation where the Koszul homology of our
commuting tuple is trivial. In this setup we obtain a multiplicative Lefschetz number as the value
of our joint torsion invariant. This computation shows that our invariant is related to the charac-
teristic function considered by M. Putinar and F.-H. Vasilescu in [20]. It should also be remarked
that the multiplicative Lefschetz numbers appear in the paper by J.-L. Brylinski and E. Previato
in relation with their proof of Weil reciprocity, see [4, Section 1]. We do however not pursue
this observation any further. The framework for the second example is the theory of Toeplitz
operators over the polydisc. The calculation which we present here provides a link between the
joint torsion transition numbers and the Cauchy integral formula for holomorphic functions on
the polydisc. Furthermore, in the case of the bidisc, we see how our invariant relates to the theory
of Toeplitz–Bergman operators.
Let us start by indicating a sign convention which we will use throughout. Let V,W,V1, . . . ,
Vm be finite-dimensional vector spaces and let σ ∈ Σm be a permutation. We can then form
the finite-dimensional vector spaces FV := V ⊕ (V1 ⊕ · · · ⊕ Vm) and FW := W ⊕ (Vσ(1) ⊕
· · · ⊕ Vσ(m)). We will identify the one-dimensional vector spaces Hom(det(FV ),det(FW )) and
Hom(det(V ),det(W)) using a string of isomorphisms. To be precise, we have that
Hom
(
det(FV ),det(FW )
)∼= det(FV )∗ ⊗ det(FW )
∼= det(V )∗ ⊗ det(V1)∗ ⊗ · · · ⊗ det(Vm)∗
⊗ det(W)⊗ det(Vσ(1))⊗ · · · ⊗ det(Vσ(m))
∼= det(V )∗ ⊗ det(W)
∼= Hom(det(V ),det(W)). (3.1)
Here the second last isomorphism is given by
γ ⊗ (γ1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ γm)⊗ x ⊗ (x1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ xm) → (γ ⊗ x) · γσ(1)(x1) · · · · · γσ(m)(xm)
on simple tensors. It is important to notice that the sign of the permutation does not show up in
this formula.
Now, let us fix a field F and a natural number n. We let A = (A1, . . . ,An) ∈ L(E)n be a
commuting tuple of linear operators on some vector space E over F. Thus, we have the relation
AiAj −AjAi = 0 for all i, j ∈ {1, . . . , n}.
3.1. The Koszul complex
We let Λ(Fn) denote the exterior algebra over Fn. The exterior product will be denoted by
∧ : Λ(Fn)×Λ(Fn) → Λ(Fn). We will think of the exterior algebra as a Z2-graded vector space
with grading given by even and odd exterior powers. Thus, Λ(Fn) = Λ+(Fn) ⊕ Λ−(Fn) where
Λ+(Fn) :=⊕m=2k Λm(Fn) and Λ−(Fn) :=⊕m=2k+1 Λm(Fn).
Let j ∈ {1, . . . , n} and let us look at the inclusion
ιj : Fn−1 → Fn, ιj (λ1, . . . , λn−1) = (λ1, . . . , λj−1,0, λj , . . . , λn−1).
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exterior algebras. We could also look at the projection
ι∗j : Fn → Fn−1, ι∗j (λ1, . . . , λn) = (λ1, . . . , λj−1, λj+1, . . . , λn).
This linear map induces an even algebra homomorphism ι∗j : Λ(Fn) → Λ(Fn−1) at the level of
exterior algebras. Next, we let
εj := ej ∧ · : Λ
(
F
n
)→ Λ(Fn)
denote the odd linear operator given by exterior multiplication from the left by the j th standard
basis vector ej ∈ Fn. Finally, we let ε∗j : Λ(Fn) → Λ(Fn) denote the odd linear operator given
by interior multiplication by the j th standard dual basis vector e∗j ∈ (Fn)∗. Thus, to be explicit
we have the formula
ε∗j : ei1 ∧ · · · ∧ eik →
{0 for j /∈ {i1, . . . , ik}
(−1)m−1ei1 ∧ · · · ∧ êim ∧ · · · ∧ eik for j = im
on the standard basis vectors of the exterior algebra Λ(Fn).
Now, let us look at the commuting tuple of linear operators A = (A1, . . . ,An) ∈ L(E)n. By
the Koszul complex of A we will then understand the Z2-graded chain complex given by the
following data:
(1) The Z2-graded vector space K(A) := E ⊗F Λ(Fn). Here the grading is given by the even
and odd components K+(A) := E ⊗F Λ+(Fn) and K−(A) := E ⊗F Λ−(Fn).
(2) The differential is given by
dA :=
n∑
j=1
Aj ⊗ ε∗j : K(A) → K(A).
Notice that (dA)2 = 0 since the linear operators A1, . . . ,An ∈ End(E) commute whereas the
interior multiplication operators anti-commute. We will use the notation K(A) for the Koszul
complex and the notation H(A) = H+(A)⊕H−(A) for the Z2-graded homology of K(A).
The Koszul complex will play a central role in the present paper.
3.2. Fredholm theory in several variables
The Koszul complex can be used to generalize the Fredholm theory of linear operators on
vector spaces to a multivariable setting.
Definition 3.2.1. We will say that the commuting tuple A = (A1, . . . ,An) is Fredholm when
the homology of the associated Koszul complex is finite-dimensional. In this case we define the
Fredholm index of A as minus the Euler characteristic of the Koszul complex. Thus,
Ind(A) := −χ(K(A))= dim(H−(A))− dim(H+(A)).
Clearly, the index is an integer.
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prove. Alternatively, all the statements and complete proofs can be found in the note by M. Puti-
nar, see [19]. We also refer to the paper by R. Curto [9], the paper by X. Fang [14], and the last
chapter of the book by J. Eschmeier and M. Putinar [13].
First of all the Fredholm index is symmetric. Let σ ∈ Σn be a permutation and let σ(A) denote
the commuting tuple σ(A) := (Aσ(1), . . . ,Aσ(n)).
Theorem 3.2.2. The commuting tuple σ(A) is Fredholm if and only if the commuting tuple A is
Fredholm. In this case the two indices coincide,
Ind(A) = Ind(σ(A)).
Notice that the sign of the permutation does not show up in this formula.
Proof. This follows immediately by noting that the two Koszul complexes are isomorphic by the
even chain map 1 ⊗ σ−1 : K(A) → K(σ(A)). Here σ−1 : Λ(Fn) → Λ(Fn) is the even algebra
isomorphism defined on generators by σ−1 : ej → eσ−1(j). 
Secondly, the Fredholm index satisfies a triviality property.
Theorem 3.2.3. Suppose that A is Fredholm and let An+1 ∈ L(E) be an extra linear oper-
ator which commutes with all the operators A1, . . . ,An ∈ L(E). Then the commuting tuple
A∪An+1 := (A1, . . . ,An+1) is Fredholm and the index is trivial,
Ind(A∪An+1) = 0.
Proof. This will turn out to be a consequence of Theorem 3.3.1 and general properties of the
Euler characteristic. 
Finally, the Fredholm index is additive in each variable. Let B = (B1,A2, . . . ,An) be a com-
muting tuple of linear operators which only differ from A in the first coordinate. We then define
the product A ·B as the commuting tuple A ·B := (A1 ·B1,A2, . . . ,An).
Theorem 3.2.4. If two of the three commuting tuples A,B and A ·B are Fredholm then the third
one is also Fredholm. In this case the indices satisfy the additivity relation
Ind(A ·B) = Ind(A)+ Ind(B).
Proof. This will turn out to be a consequence of Lemma 5.2.1 and general properties of the Euler
characteristic. 
We note that a similar additivity result holds for the other entries. This follows immediately
from Theorem 3.2.4 by the symmetry property of the Fredholm index, see Theorem 3.2.2.
We also remark that the additivity of the Fredholm index plays an important role for the rela-
tion between Samuel multiplicities and Fredholm indices. This relation was studied by X. Fang
in [14] and by J. Eschmeier in [12].
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similarity between the Fredholm index and the joint torsion: Each of the algebraic properties of
the Fredholm index also exists in a multiplicative version for the joint torsion transition numbers,
see Theorems 3.3.5, 5.1.1 and 5.2.4.
We will in general think of the joint torsion as a multiplicative version of the Fredholm index.
Remark 3.2.5. When E is a Hilbert space and the commuting operators A1, . . . ,An ∈ L(E) are
bounded, there is an interpretation of the Fredholmness condition in terms of the joint essential
spectrum of the commuting tuple A = (A1, . . . ,An), see [9, §6, Theorem 2]. It follows that the
Fredholmness condition is well behaved under the analytic functional calculus as developed by
J. Taylor in [24,25]. Furthermore, in this setup, the Fredholm index is invariant under homotopies
and compact perturbations, see [9, §7, Theorem 3]. We will apply some of these more analytic
results in the examples even though the main focus will be on the purely algebraic aspects of the
theory.
3.3. The joint torsion transition numbers
Let j ∈ {1, . . . , n}. We will use the notation j (A) := (A1, . . . , Âj , . . . ,An) for the commuting
tuple obtained from the commuting tuple A = (A1, . . . ,An) by removing the entry in position j .
The linear operator Aj ∈ L(E) then acts on the Koszul complex of j (A) by means of the
chain map Aj := Aj ⊗ 1 : K(j (A)) → K(j (A)).
Furthermore, the Koszul complex of j (A) can be regarded as a sub-complex of the Koszul
complex of A by means of the chain map ιj := 1 ⊗ ιj : K(j (A)) → K(A).
Finally, the shifted Koszul complex of j (A) can be regarded as a quotient of the Koszul com-
plex of A by means of the chain map ι∗j ε∗j := 1 ⊗ ι∗j ε∗j : K(A) → K(j (A))[1]. Here the notation
X[1] refers to the Z2-graded chain complex obtained from some Z2-graded chain complex X by
reversing the grading and changing the sign of the differential.
In particular, we have an odd triangle of chain complexes in the sense of Definition 2.3.1,
XAj : K
(
j (A)
) Aj−−−−→ K(j (A))[1] ιj−−−−→ K(A) ι∗j ε∗j−−−−→ K(j (A)).
We would like to prove that the triangle XAj is homotopy exact in the sense of Definition 2.3.2.
To this end we define the opposite triangle
(
XAj
)† : K(j (A)) ←−−−−
0
K
(
j (A)
)[1] ←−−−−
ι∗j
K(A) ←−−−−
εj ιj
K
(
j (A)
)
.
Theorem 3.3.1. The triangle XAj is homotopy exact with homotopy given by the opposite triangle
(XAj )
†
.
Proof. The result follows by straightforward algebraic computations. 
As a consequence of Theorem 3.3.1 and Lemma 2.3.3 we get a six term exact sequence of
homology groups
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Aj−−−−→ H+(j (A)) ιj−−−−→ H+(A)
ι∗j ε∗j
⏐⏐ ⏐⏐
ι∗j ε∗j
H−(A) ←−−−−
ιj
H−(j (A)) ←−−−−
Aj
H−(j (A))
We remark that the existence of this six term exact sequence was noted by M. Putinar in [19] as
well.
Suppose now that the commuting tuple j (A) is Fredholm. By definition, this means that the
Z2-graded homology group H(j (A)) is finite-dimensional. It then follows from our six term
exact sequence that the homology group H(A) is finite-dimensional as well. Or in other words,
the commuting tuple A is Fredholm. Furthermore, the index of A is trivial, Ind(A) = 0. Notice
that this gives a proof of Theorem 3.2.3.
However, we can also use our six term exact sequence of homology groups to construct a
torsion isomorphism
T
(
XAj
) : det(H+(XAj ))→ det(H−(XAj )).
See Definition 2.3.4. Let us recall that the finite-dimensional vector spaces H+(XAj ) and H−(XAj )
are given by
H+
(
XAj
)= H+(j (A))⊕H−(j (A))⊕H+(A) and
H−
(
XAj
)= H−(j (A))⊕H+(j (A))⊕H−(A).
See (2.1). Now, the appearance of the homology group H(j (A)) as a direct summand in both of
the above vector spaces allows us to factor out this component from our torsion isomorphism.
Indeed, using an isomorphism which is similar to the isomorphism in (3.1), we get that
Hom
(
det
(
H+
(
XAj
))
,det
(
H−
(
XAj
)))∼= Hom(det(H+(A)),det(H−(A))). (3.2)
We will use the notation
Tj (A) ∈ Hom
(
det
(
H+(A)
)
,det
(
H−(A)
))− {0}
for the isomorphism obtained from the torsion isomorphism T (XAj ) by applying the isomorphism
of (3.2).
Now, let i ∈ {1, . . . , n} and suppose that the commuting tuple i(A) = (A1, . . . , Âi , . . . ,An)
is Fredholm as well. Applying the above constructions we obtain another isomorphism Ti(A) :
det(H+(A)) → det(H−(A)). We can thus form the composition
Tj (A)
−1 ◦ Ti(A) ∈ Aut
(
det
(
H+(A)
))
which is an automorphism of the one-dimensional vector space det(H+(A)). Or in other words,
we can associate an invertible number to the pair (i, j) and the commuting tuple A.
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A we will understand the non-zero number τi,j (A) ∈ F∗ obtained from the automorphism
(−1)μj (A)+μi(A)Tj (A)−1 ◦ Ti(A) ∈ Aut
(
det
(
H+(A)
))∼= F∗.
Here the exponent for the sign is given by products of dimensions of homology groups
μk(A) := dim
(
H+
(
k(A)
)) · dim(H−(k(A))) ∈ N ∪ {0}, k = i, j. (3.3)
It should be remarked that in the case n = 2, that is, when the commuting tuple A consists of
two commuting Fredholm operators we recover the Carey–Pincus joint torsion. Thus, we have
the identity
τ1,2(A1,A2) = τ(A1,A2). (3.4)
Here τ(A1,A2) ∈ F∗ denotes the joint torsion defined by R. Carey and J. Pincus in [6]. This
relation can be verified by carefully keeping track of the signs in the two different definitions.
The use of the word “transition” in Definition 3.3.2 is justified by the next lemma.
Lemma 3.3.3. Suppose that the commuting tuples i(A), j (A) and k(A) are Fredholm for three
numbers i, j, k ∈ {1, . . . , n}. Then the joint torsion transition numbers satisfy the transition iden-
tities
τ−1i,j (A) = τj,i(A) and τi,j (A) · τj,k(A) = τi,k(A).
Proof. This is essentially a consequence of the definition of the transition numbers as quotients
of determinants. 
Remark 3.3.4. The result of Lemma 3.3.3 indicates that it should be possible to define a joint
torsion line bundle by gluing together appropriate joint torsion transition functions. For example,
in the Hilbert space setup the joint torsion transition numbers could be extended to transition
functions
τi,j (A) : Ui ∩Uj → C∗, τi,j (A)(z) = τi,j (A− z)
where Uk := p−1k (Cn−1 \ σess(k(A))) ⊆ Cn. Here σess(k(A)) ⊆ Cn−1 denotes the essential spec-
trum of the commuting tuple of bounded operators k(A) = (A1, . . . , Âk, . . . ,An) and pk : Cn →
C
n−1 denotes the projection pk(z1, . . . , zn) = (z1, . . . , ẑk, . . . , zn). This would give rise to a joint
torsion line bundle which could be the subject of future research. It does however remain to
prove at least the continuity of the above transition functions. In the present text we will mainly
investigate the properties of the joint torsion transition numbers.
Let us continue by studying the behavior of the joint torsion transition numbers under permu-
tations. Thus, let σ : {1, . . . , n} → {1, . . . , n} be a permutation. As in Section 3.2 we can form the
commuting tuple σ(A) = (Aσ(1), . . . ,Aσ(n)). It follows from Theorem 3.2.2 that the commut-
ing tuples σ−1(i)(σ (A)) and σ−1(j)(σ (A)) are Fredholm. Recall in this respect that i(A) and
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number in position (σ−1(i), σ−1(j)), τσ−1(i),σ−1(j)(σ (A)) ∈ F∗ of the commuting tuple σ(A).
Before proving a symmetry property for the joint torsion we introduce some extra maps.
Let k ∈ {1, . . . , n}. We define the shift isomorphism ιk : {1, . . . , n − 1} → {1, . . . , n} − {k} by
the formula
ιk : m →
{
m for m< k
m+ 1 for m k.
Furthermore, we define the permutation k(σ ) ∈ Σn−1 by the formula
k(σ ) := ι−1σ(k) ◦ σ ◦ ιk : {1, . . . , n− 1} → {1, . . . , n− 1}.
Notice that the image of σ ◦ ιk is contained in the set {1, . . . , n} − {σ(k)}. We then have the
identity
k
(
σ(A)
)= k(σ )(σ(k)(A)) (3.5)
of commuting tuples.
Theorem 3.3.5. The joint torsion transition number in position (i, j) of the commuting tuple A
coincides with the joint torsion transition number in position (σ−1(i), σ−1(j)) of the permuted
tuple σ(A). Thus, in formulas we have that
τi,j (A) = τσ−1(i),σ−1(j)
(
σ(A)
)
.
Proof. It follows from (3.5) that we have an isomorphism k(σ )−1 : K(σ(k)(A)) → K(k(σ (A)))
of Koszul complexes. See the proof of Theorem 3.2.2. This chain map fits in a commutative
diagram
K(σ(k)(A))
Aσ(k)−−−−→ K(σ(k)(A))[1] ισ (k)−−−−→ K(A) ι
∗
σ(k)
ε∗
σ(k)−−−−→ K(σ(k)(A))
k(σ )−1
⏐⏐
 k(σ )−1⏐⏐
 σ−1⏐⏐
 k(σ )−1⏐⏐

K(k(σ (A)))
Aσ(k)−−−−→ K(k(σ (A)))[1] ιk−−−−→ K(σ(A)) ι
∗
kε
∗
k−−−−→ K(k(σ (A)))
where the rows are odd homotopy exact triangles and the columns are even isomorphisms of
chain complexes. In particular, we get the identities
T
(
XAi
)= det(H−(σ−1))−1 ◦ T (Xσ(A)σ−1(i)) ◦ det(H+(σ−1)),
T
(
XAj
)= det(H−(σ−1))−1 ◦ T (Xσ(A)σ−1(j)) ◦ det(H+(σ−1))
of torsion isomorphisms. Here the even isomorphisms
H
(
σ−1
) : H (XA )→ H (Xσ(A)), σ (k) = i, jσ(k) k
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consequence of these observations and some basic properties of determinants. 
Remark 3.3.6. It is an interesting task to extend the joint torsion invariant to the case of almost
commuting operators. There are however quite substantial obstacles in carrying out this program.
First of all the Koszul complex as such only exists for commuting operators. One way of get-
ting around this problem is to replace commutativity with relations of the form A1A2 = A′2A′1,
or to be more precise: A commuting n-tuple can be replaced by a functor from the category of
subsets of {1, . . . , n} ordered by inclusion to the category of vector spaces (or Hilbert spaces).
The next and more serious problem which appears is that the quotient complex K(A|i) :=
K(A)/K(i(A)) no longer agrees with the Koszul complex K(i(A)) up to a shift in degree. For
example: In the case of pairs of operators the quotient complex would be K(A′1)[1] when the
sub-complex is the complex K(A1). In order to construct the joint torsion invariant it is thus
necessary to have a canonical isomorphism,
P
(
i(A),A|i) : det(H (i(A)))→ det(H(A|i)) (3.6)
between determinants of homology groups. Such canonical isomorphisms are expected to exist
when the inclusion functor i(A) and the restriction functor A|i agree up to finite rank perturba-
tions (or trace class perturbations for Hilbert spaces).
The above program has been carried out by R. Carey and J. Pincus for pairs of operators. The
canonical isomorphisms at the level of determinants of homology groups are given by “pertur-
bation vectors”, a concept which was invented by Carey and Pincus for this purpose. See [7].
The Carey–Pincus perturbation vectors are however not general enough to ensure the existence
of canonical isomorphisms of the form (3.6) when A is an almost commuting n-tuple with n 3.
We leave a detailed description and investigation of the higher almost commuting joint torsion
invariant for future research.
3.4. Example: Lefschetz numbers
Let i, j ∈ {1, . . . , n} be two numbers and suppose that the commuting tuples i(A) =
(A1, . . . , Âi , . . . ,An) and j (A) = (A1, . . . , Âj , . . . ,An) are Fredholm. Furthermore, suppose
that the Koszul homology of A is trivial, thus H(A) = {0}.
The Fredholm condition on i(A) and j (A) ensures us that the joint torsion transition number
τi,j (A) ∈ F∗ is well-defined. Furthermore, the vanishing condition on the Koszul homology of
A entails that the even chain maps Ai : K(i(A)) → K(i(A)) and Aj : K(j (A)) → K(j (A))
induce isomorphisms at the level of homology. This is a consequence of Theorem 3.3.1. The
next theorem gives an expression for the joint torsion transition number in terms of quotients of
determinants of these induced isomorphisms on homology.
Theorem 3.4.1. The joint torsion transition number τi,j (A) ∈ F∗ coincides with the product of
quotients of determinants
τi,j (A) =
(det(Ai |H+(i(A)))
det(Ai |H−(i(A)))
)
·
(det(Aj |H−(j (A)))
det(Aj |H+(j (A)))
)
.
Here the notation Ak|H±(k(A)) : H±(k(A)) → H±(k(A)) refers to the restriction of Ak to the
positive or negative part of the Koszul homology of the commuting tuple k(A).
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A
i
is given by the components
H+
(
XAi
)= H (i(A)) and H−(XAi )= H (i(A))[1].
Here the notation “[1]” refers to the operation of taking the opposite grading. Furthermore, the
odd exact endomorphism H(αi) ∈ End−(H(XAi )) associated with the odd homotopy exact tri-
angle XAi is given by the matrices
αi+ =
(
0 0
Ai 0
)
: H (i(A))→ H (i(A))[1] and
αi− =
(
0 0
Ai 0
)
: H (i(A))[1] → H (i(A)).
The torsion isomorphism of the odd homotopy exact triangle XAi is therefore given by the deter-
minant
T
(
XAi
)= det( 0 A−1i
Ai 0
)
: det(H (i(A)))→ det(H (i(A))[1]).
By an application of the isomorphisms in (3.2) we get that T (XAi ) identifies with the quotient of
determinants
Ti(A) = (−1)μi(A) det(Ai |H+(i(A)))det(Ai |H−(i(A)))
∈ F∗.
Here the exponent μi(A) ∈ N ∪ {0} can be found in Definition 3.3.2. The result of the theorem
now follows by noting that the same calculations can be applied when i is replaced by j . 
Remark 3.4.2. The product of quotients of determinants obtained in Theorem 3.4.1 is referred
to by R. Carey and J. Pincus as a “Lefschetz number”. See [6, §4, p. 289]. In the case of a pair
of commuting Fredholm operators with vanishing Koszul homology their associated Lefschetz
number has been studied in [5]. In particular, the relation between these numbers and the second
algebraic K-group was clarified. One of the motivations for introducing a joint torsion invariant
is to generalize the notion of a Lefschetz number to the more general setup where the vanishing
condition on Koszul homology is removed. See [8, §1, p. 128].
The expression obtained in Theorem 3.4.1 also establishes a relation between the joint torsion
and the characteristic function associated with an endomorphism of a Fredholm complex of Ba-
nach spaces. This last invariant was introduced and studied by M. Putinar and F.-H. Vasilescu in
[20]. Let us be more precise: For any bounded Fredholm complex X of Banach spaces and any
bounded chain endomorphism θ : X → X, we have an associated characteristic function
γ (X, θ) : z → det((1 − zθ)|H+(X)) ∈ C∗
det((1 − zθ)|H−(X))
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Theorem 1.3] that the characteristic function is holomorphic in a neighborhood of zero and that
it depends continuously on both the differential and the endomorphism of the complex.
On the other hand, let us suppose that X is a Z2-graded Banach space which comes equipped
with a commuting tuple A = (A1, . . . ,An) of bounded operators. Let us also fix some non-
negative integers 1 i < j  n. We then have the associated joint torsion transition function
τi,j (A) : z → τi,j (A− z) ∈ C∗, z ∈ Ui ∩Uj ⊆ Cn.
See Remark 3.3.4. The result of Theorem 3.4.1 implies that the transition function is given by
the explicit formula
τi,j (A− z) =
(det((Ai − zi)|H+(i(A)−pi(z)))
det((Ai − zi)|H−(i(A)−pi(z)))
)
·
(det((Aj − zj )|H−(j (A)−pj (z)))
det((Aj − zj )|H+(j (A)−pj (z)))
)
for all z ∈ (Ui ∩ Uj ) ∩ (Cn \ σ(A)). Here σ(A) ⊆ Cn denotes the spectrum of the commuting
tuple of bounded operators A. With the results of M. Putinar and F.-H. Vasilescu in mind, it
seems interesting to investigate both the regularity of the joint torsion transition functions, but
also their dependency on deformations of the commuting tuple A.
3.5. Example: Toeplitz operators over the polydisc
Let n ∈ N, let Tn ⊆ Cn be the n-dimensional torus and let Dn ⊆ Cn be the polydisc. The
interior of Dn will be denoted by Un.
We let L2(Tn) denote the Hilbert space of square integrable functions on the torus. The con-
tinuous functions on the torus act by pointwise multiplication on the L2-functions. Thus, we have
a ∗-homomorphism
m : C(Tn)→ L(L2(Tn)), m(f )(g) = f · g.
Here L(L2(Tn)) denotes the bounded operators on L2(Tn).
We let A(Un) denote the polydisc algebra. Thus, A(Un) consists of the continuous func-
tions on the polydisc Dn which restrict to holomorphic functions on the interior of the polydisc,
Un. The algebraic operations on A(Un) are the pointwise versions of sum, product and scalar
multiplication. See [23].
We let H 2(Un) ⊆ L2(Tn) denote the Hardy-space over the polydisc. This is the smallest
sub-Hilbert space of the L2-functions generated by the continuous functions which extend to
elements of the polydisc algebra. The orthogonal projection onto Hardy-space will be denoted
by P ∈ L(L2(Tn)).
Definition 3.5.1. By the Toeplitz operator associated to a continuous function f ∈ C(Tn) we
will understand the restriction of its multiplication operator to Hardy space. The corresponding
Toeplitz operator will be denoted by Tf ∈ L(H 2(Un)). Thus, by definition
Tf = Pm(f )P : H 2
(
Un
)→ H 2(Un).
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Now, let f ∈ A(Un) be an invertible element of the polydisc algebra. By a slight abuse of
notation we will also let f ∈ C(Tn) denote the restriction of f to the n-torus. We will look at the
commuting tuple of Toeplitz operators
Tα := (Tf , Tz1−α1 , . . . , Tzn−αn)
where α = (α1, . . . , αn) ∈ Un is an element of the interior of the polydisc. Notice that the invert-
ibility condition on f implies that the Koszul homology groups
H(Tα) = {0} = H
(
i(Tα)
)
, i = 1
vanish. Furthermore, it is not hard to show, that the Koszul homology of 1(Tα) is given by the
components
H+
(
1(Tα)
)= H/(m(z1 − α1)H + · · · +m(zn − αn)H) and H−(1(Tα))= {0}.
Here H = H 2(Un) is notation for the Hardy-space over the polydisc. Furthermore, it can be
verified that the dimension of H+(1(Tα)) is equal to one. The finite dimensionality of the quotient
space then implies that the subspace
m(z1 − αn)H + · · · +m(zn − αn)H ⊆ H
is closed. See [9, §6, Theorem 2]. These observations allow us to compute the joint torsion
transition numbers of our commuting tuple of Toeplitz operators.
Theorem 3.5.2. Let 1 i < j  n be two numbers. The joint torsion transition numbers of the
commuting tuple Tα are given by
τi,j (Tα) =
{
f (α) for i = 1
1 for i = 1.
Proof. We will only consider the case where i = 1. By an application of Theorem 3.4.1 we get
that the joint torsion transition number τ1,j (Tα) is given by the determinant of
Tf : H+
(
1(Tα)
)→ H+(1(Tα)).
But this isomorphism coincides with the multiplication by the non-zero constant f (α) ∈ C∗. This
proves the theorem. 
Remark that the above calculation yields an interesting link between the joint torsion transition
numbers and the Cauchy integral formula. Indeed, we have that
1
n
∮
f (z)
dz1 . . . dzn = f (α) = τ1,j (Tf , Tz1−α1 , . . . , Tzn−αn).(2πi) (z1 − α1) · · · · · (zn − αn)
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invariant: We could reproduce all the values of the invertible holomorphic function f on the
interior of the polydisc.
Remark 3.5.3. Another example which should be mentioned is the case of tuples of the form
(Tz1−z2 , Tf , Tg) where f,g ∈ A(U2) lie in the bidisc algebra. The separable Koszul homology
of the operator Tz1−z2 is then given by the quotient Hilbert space
H sep(Tz1−z2) = H 2
(
U2
)
/m(z1 − z2)H 2
(
U2
)
.
Here the word “separable” refers to the replacement of the subspace m(z1 − z2)H 2(U2) by its
closure. It turns out that the separable Koszul homology group H sep(Tz1−z2) is isomorphic to the
Bergman space for the unit disc. The corresponding induced operators
H sep(Tf ) and H sep(Tg) : H sep(Tz1−z2) → H sep(Tz1−z2)
identify with the Toeplitz–Bergman operators of the functions z → f (z, z) and z → g(z, z). In
particular we get that the joint torsion transition number, τ2,3(Tz1−z2 , Tf , Tg) ∈ C∗, is an invari-
ant of these Toeplitz–Bergman operators. In light of the general interest in Toeplitz–Bergman
operators it seems worthwhile to compute this secondary invariant. We also remark that the cross
commutator
[
H sep(Tf ),H
sep(Tg)
∗] ∈ L1(H sep(Tz1−z2))
is of trace class by the proof of [27, Corollary 3.2]. The paper [27] by R. Yang does in general
contain information on the growth of the cross commutators [Sz1, S∗z2 ], where Sz1 and Sz2 are the
restrictions of the Toeplitz operators Tz1 and Tz2 to the Hilbert space
H sep(Th) = H 2
(
U2
)
/m(h)H 2
(
U2
)∼= m(h)H 2(U2)⊥.
Here h ∈ C[z1, z2] is any polynomial. This Berger–Shaw theorem could turn out to be useful
for applications of the almost commuting extension of the joint torsion invariant mentioned in
Remark 3.3.6.
4. Comparison of vertical and horizontal torsion isomorphisms
In this section we study the basic question: When do the torsion isomorphisms of two anti-
commuting odd exact endomorphisms on a finite-dimensional Z2-graded vector space coincide?
We shall see that this is the case when the odd exact endomorphisms come from odd homo-
topy exact triangles which fit together as rows and columns in a larger diagram satisfying some
(anti)-commutativity conditions. Later on we will apply this comparison theorem to prove some
more involved results on our joint torsion transition numbers. In the first subsection we establish
the framework of odd homotopy exact bitriangles. The definitions which we give are minimal in
the sense that they are tailored to handle the applications which we have in mind. In the second
subsection we compare the torsion isomorphisms of general anti-commuting odd exact endomor-
phisms. We think that the determinants appearing in Theorem 4.2.5 are an obstruction for such a
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and horizontal torsion isomorphisms of an odd homotopy exact bitriangle agree. In particular,
the obstruction mentioned above vanishes in this situation. At the very end of this section we dis-
cuss the relation between our comparison result and the associativity condition for determinant
functors on triangulated categories. See [2, Definition 3.1] and [18, Definition 1.3.4].
4.1. Odd homotopy exact bitriangles
Let us consider three odd triangles of Z2-graded chain complexes, X∗1,X∗2 and X∗3. Thus,
to fix the notation we have the following picture
X∗j : X1j v1j−−−−→ X2j v2j−−−−→ X3j v3j−−−−→ X1j
for each j ∈ {1,2,3}. We will think of these three odd triangles as being “vertical”. Let us then
look at three odd triangles of chain complexes X1∗,X2∗ and X3∗. Thus, again, to fix the notation
we have the following picture
Xi∗ : Xi1 hi1−−−−→ Xi2 hi2−−−−→ Xi3 hi3−−−−→ Xi1
for each i ∈ {1,2,3}. We will think of these three triangles as being “horizontal”.
The differential of the Z2-graded chain complex Xi,j will be denoted by di,j : Xi,j → Xi,j .
Definition 4.1.1. We will say that the data (X,v,h) is an odd bitriangle of chain complexes when
the diagrams of odd chain maps
Xi,j
hi,j−−−−→ Xi,(j+1)
vi,j
⏐⏐
 vi,(j+1)⏐⏐

X(i+1),j
h(i+1),j−−−−→ X(i+1),(j+1)
are anti-commutative up to chain homotopy for all i, j ∈ {1,2,3}. Thus, we assume the existence
of odd linear maps si,j : Xi,j → X(i+1),(j+1) such that
d(i+1),(j+1)si,j + si,j di,j = h(i+1),j vi,j + vi,(j+1)hi,j
for all i, j ∈ {1,2,3}. Here we are calculating with the indices modulo three.
Now, suppose that (X,v,h) is an odd bitriangle of chain complexes. Furthermore, suppose
that each of the vertical odd triangles and each of the horizontal odd triangles are homotopy
exact. See Definition 2.3.2. We will use the notation
ti,j : X(i+1),j → Xi,j and ri,j : Xi,(j+1) → Xi,j
for the corresponding vertical and horizontal homotopies.
We will often suppress the bi-indices of the linear maps involved.
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vs + sv + th+ ht : Xi,j → X(i−1),(j+1) and hs + sh+ rv + vr : Xi,j → X(i+1),(j−1)
are even chain maps for all i, j ∈ {1,2,3}.
Proof. We will only consider the first of the two even maps, since the other case is completely
similar. The chain map property follows from the calculation,
d(vs + sv + th+ ht) = −vds + (vh+ hv − sd)v + (v2 − td)h− hdt
= −v(vh+ hv − sd)+ (vh+ hv)v + svd + v2h+ thd − h(v2 − td)
= (vs + sv + th+ ht)d. 
We will now introduce the notion of homotopy exactness for odd bitriangles.
Definition 4.1.3. We say that the odd bitriangle (X,v,h) with homotopy exact rows and columns
is homotopy exact when the even chain maps
vs + sv + th+ ht : Xi,j → Xi−1,j+1 and hs + sh+ rv + vr : Xi,j → Xi+1,j−1
are chain homotopic to the trivial map for each i, j ∈ {1,2,3}.
Suppose that (X,v,h) is homotopy exact and that the homology of the Z2-graded chain com-
plex Xi,j is finite-dimensional for each i, j ∈ {1,2,3}. We thus have three “horizontal” torsion
isomorphisms
T (Xi∗) : det
(
H+(Xi∗)
)→ det(H−(Xi∗)), i ∈ {1,2,3}
and three “vertical” torsion isomorphisms
T (X∗j ) : det
(
H+(X∗j )
)→ det(H−(X∗j )), j ∈ {1,2,3}.
It is the goal of the next sections to compare these isomorphisms. Later on we will use this
comparison result to prove some algebraic properties of the joint torsion transition numbers. The
proof of these algebraic properties is the main achievement of this paper. We will begin with an
analysis of the general Z2-graded situation.
4.2. Comparison of odd exact endomorphisms
Let us consider a Z2-graded vector space V = V+ ⊕ V− of finite dimension. We suppose that
V comes equipped with two odd exact endomorphisms vand h : V → V . Thus, we have two
torsion isomorphisms
T (v) = det(v+ + v†−) and T (h) = det(h+ + h†−) : det(V+) → det(V−)
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compared by looking at the invertible number
T (h)−1 ◦ T (v) = det(h†+ + h−) ◦ det(v+ + v†−) ∈ F∗. (4.1)
This quantity will be the subject of our attention in this section and we will refer to it as the
comparison number.
Let us assume that v and h anti-commute. Thus, we have the identity vh + hv = 0 : V → V
of linear maps.
We will use the notation
Kv := Ker(v), Kh := Ker(h), Kvh := Ker(vh) = Ker(hv)
for the various kernels. Furthermore, we will use the notation
I := Im(vh) = Im(hv)
for the image of the composition of the odd exact endomorphisms. Notice that all these subspaces
are Z2-graded by the induced grading.
The next lemma follows from the anti-commutativity and exactness assumptions on our odd
endomorphisms. We will use it to define a relevant algebraic decomposition of our Z2-graded
vector space.
Lemma 4.2.1. The odd exact endomorphisms v,h ∈ End−(V ) induce odd isomorphisms
v and h : Kvh/(Kv +Kh)→ (Kv ∩Kh)/I
and odd isomorphisms
v : V/Kvh → Kv/(Kv ∩Kh) and h : V/Kvh → Kh/(Kv ∩Kh).
Let us choose subspaces R+ ⊆ Kvh+ and R− ⊆ Kvh− such that the quotient maps
R+ → Kvh+ /
(
Kv+ +Kh+
)
and R− → Kvh− /
(
Kv− +Kh−
)
become isomorphisms. We let R := R+ ⊕R− ⊆ V denote the Z2-graded subspace given by these
two components.
Likewise, let us choose subspaces S+ ⊆ V+ and S− ⊆ V− such that the quotient maps
S+ → V+/Kvh+ and S− → V−/Kvh−
become isomorphisms. We let S := S+ ⊕ S− ⊆ V denote the Z2-graded subspace given by these
two components.
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Cv := Im(v|R) and Ch := Im(h|R)
L := Im(v|S) and M := Im(h|S)
for the various images associated with these subspaces. Notice that all these images are Z2-
graded by the induced grading coming from V . We then have two different algebraic decompo-
sitions of the vector space V .
Lemma 4.2.2. The vector space sum induces even isomorphisms
I ⊕Cv ⊕L⊕M ⊕R ⊕ S ∼= V and I ⊕Ch ⊕L⊕M ⊕R ⊕ S ∼= V
of Z2-graded vector spaces.
Proof. This follows immediately from the definitions of the subspaces and Lemma 4.2.1. 
We will use the algebraic decompositions of Lemma 4.2.2 to define convenient pseudo-
inverses
h
†
+ : V− → V+ and v†− : V+ → V−.
Indeed, we can choose the pseudo-inverse h†+ such that
Ker
(
h
†
+
)= L− +R− + S− and Im(h†+)= L+ +R+ + S+.
This pseudo-inverse is given explicitly on Im(h+) = I− +Ch− +M− by the formula
h
†
+
(
v+h−(x1)+ h+(x2)+ h+(x3)
)= −v−(x1)+ x2 + x3, x1 ∈ S−, x2 ∈ R+, x3 ∈ S+.
Likewise, we can choose the pseudo-inverse v†− such that
Ker
(
v
†
−
)= M+ +R+ + S+ and Im(v†−)= M− +R− + S−.
This pseudo-inverse is given explicitly on Im(v−) = I+ +Cv+ +L+ by the formula
v
†
−
(
v−h+(x1)+ v−(x2)+ v−(x3)
)= h+(x1)+ x2 + x3, x1 ∈ S+, x2 ∈ R−, x3 ∈ S−.
These explicit choices of pseudo-inverses will allow us to find a simpler formula for the
comparison number (4.1). In the next lemma we analyze the behavior of the isomorphism
(h− + h†+) ◦ (v+ + v†−) : V+ → V+ on two invariant subspaces.
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morphism
(
h− + h†+
) ◦ (v+ + v†−) : V+ → V+.
Furthermore, the determinants of the restrictions
det
((
h− + h†+
)(
v+ + v†−
)∣∣
I++S+
)= 1 = det((h− + h†+)(v+ + v†−)∣∣L++M+)
are both trivial.
Proof. Let us look at an arbitrary element
v−h+(x)+ y ∈ I+ + S+, x, y ∈ S+.
We can then calculate as follows
(
h− + h†+
)(
v+ + v†−
)(
(v−h+)(x)+ y
)= (h− + h†+)(h+(x)+ v+(y))= x + (h−v+)(y).
This proves that I+ + S+ is an invariant subspace for the automorphism (h− + h†+)(v+ + v†−) ∈
Aut(V+). Furthermore, we see that the restriction of this automorphism to the invariant subspace
in question can be written on the matrix form
(
h− + h†+
)(
v+ + v†−
)= ( 0 −f
f−1 0
)
: I+ ⊕ S+ → I+ ⊕ S+.
Here the letter f refers to the isomorphism f := v−h+ : S+ → I+. In particular, the determinant
of the restriction to this subspace is trivial. This proves the first part of the lemma.
For the second part, we look at an arbitrary element
v−(x)+ h−(y) ∈ L+ +M+, x, y ∈ S−
in the subspace L+ +M+. We can then calculate as follows
(
h− + h†+
)(
v+ + v†−
)(
v−(x)+ h−(y)
)= (h− + h†+)(x + (v+h−)(y))= h−(x)− v−(y).
This proves that the subspace L+ + M+ ⊆ V+ is invariant under the automorphism (h− +
h
†
+)(v+ + v†−) ∈ Aut(V+). Furthermore, we see that the restriction can be written on the ma-
trix form
(
h− + h†+
)(
v+ + v†−
)= ( 0 −g
g−1 0
)
: L+ ⊕M+ → L+ ⊕M+.
Here g : M+ → L+ is the isomorphism given by
g : h−(x) → v−(x), x ∈ S−.
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prove the second part of the lemma. 
Let us use notation PR : V → V for the unique idempotent with
Im(PR) = R and Ker(PR) = Kv +Kh + S.
Furthermore, we will use the notation PCv : V → V for the unique idempotent with
Im(PCv ) = Cv and Ker(PCv ) = I +L+M +R + S.
Lemma 4.2.4. The comparison number is given by the product of determinants
T (h)−1 ◦ T (v) = det(PRh†+v+|R+) · det(PCvh−v†−|Cv+) ∈ F∗
of restrictions to the subspaces R+ and Cv+.
Proof. We consider the restrictions
(
h
†
+ + h−
)(
v+ + v†−
)∣∣
R+ = h
†
+v+|R+ : R+ → V+ and(
h
†
+ + h−
)(
v+ + v†−
)∣∣
Cv+
= h−v†−|Cv+ : Cv+ → V+.
It can be verified that we have the inclusions
Im
(
h
†
+v+|R+
)⊆ R+ +L+ and Im(h−v†−|Cv+)⊆ Cv+ + I+
for the images of these restrictions. In particular, we can write the automorphism (h†++h−)(v++
v
†
−) ∈ Aut(V+) as an upper triangular matrix with respect to the decomposition
V+ ∼= (I+ + S+)⊕ (L+ +M+)⊕R+ ⊕Cv+.
The result of the lemma is now a consequence of Lemma 4.2.3 and basic properties of determi-
nants. 
Let us use the letters ξ and η for the odd isomorphisms
ξ := v and η := h : Kvh/(Kv +Kh)→ (Kv ∩Kh)/I
induced on quotient spaces by the odd exact endomorphisms v and h. See Lemma 4.2.1.
Theorem 4.2.5. The comparison number is given by the product of determinants
T (h)−1 ◦ T (v) = det(η−1+ ξ+) · det(η−ξ−1− ) ∈ F∗
on quotient spaces.
Proof. This follows immediately from Lemma 4.2.4. 
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Let (X,v,h) be an odd homotopy exact bitriangle of chain complexes.
We define the “diagonal” Z2-graded chain complexes as the direct sums of Z2-graded chain
complexes
D1 := X31 ⊕X22 ⊕X13
D2 := X11 ⊕X32 ⊕X23
D3 := X21 ⊕X12 ⊕X33. (4.2)
The Z2-graded homology of the Z2-graded chain complex Dk is denoted by H(Dk) for each k ∈
{1,2,3}. We let H(X) denote the Z2-graded vector space given by the direct sum of homology
groups
H(X) := H(D1)⊕H(D2)⊕H(D3). (4.3)
We will refer to H(X) as the homology of the bitriangle X. Let us assume that the homology
group H(X) is a finite-dimensional vector space.
The vertical and horizontal odd chain maps of the odd bitriangle X induce odd endomor-
phisms
v : H(X) → H(X) and h : H(X) → H(X)
of the homology of X. These odd endomorphisms are exact since the columns and rows of the
homotopy exact bitriangle are homotopy exact. Furthermore, these odd endomorphisms anti-
commute since the odd chain maps anti-commute up to chain homotopy. We are thus in the
situation of the last section. In particular, we get the identity
T (h)−1 ◦ T (v) = det(η−1+ ξ+) · det(η−ξ−1− ) ∈ F∗
for the associated comparison number. See Theorem 4.2.5. Here we recall that ξ and η denote
the odd isomorphisms
ξ and η : Kvh/(Kv +Kh)→ (Kv ∩Kh)/I
of quotient spaces induced by the odd maps v,h ∈ End−(H(X)). The purpose of this section
is to show that the comparison number of an odd homotopy exact bitriangle is trivial. This will
allow us to compare the torsion isomorphisms of the columns and rows of the homotopy exact
bitriangle (X,v,h). See the end of Section 4.1. We will start by obtaining a description of the
space Kvh/(Kv +Kh) as the quotient of a homology group.
Let k ∈ {1,2,3}. The vertical and horizontal maps induce odd linear maps
v : H(Dk) → H(Dk+1) and h : H(Dk) → H(Dk+1)
on the diagonal homology groups. These induced vertical and horizontal odd maps anti-commute
and have trivial squares. We can thus define a differential
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The corresponding homology groups will be denoted by Hδ(H(Dk)) := Ker(δk)/ Im(δk−1). No-
tice that these homology groups are Z2-graded vector spaces with the induced grading coming
from the Z2-graded homology groups H(Dk).
Let i, j ∈ {1,2,3} be two numbers with sum congruent to k modulo 3, i + j ≡3 k. We let
Pi,j : H(X) → H(Xi,j ) denote the even projection onto the component H(Xi,j ) relative to the
decomposition (4.2).
We then have a well-defined even homomorphism
Pi,j : Hδ
(
H(Dk)
)→ Pi,j (Kvh/(Kv +Kh)) (4.4)
of Z2-graded vector spaces.
Lemma 4.3.1. The even linear map Pi,j : Hδ(H(Dk)) → Pi,j (Kvh/(Kv +Kh)) is surjective.
Proof. We will apply the notation of Section 4.1 for the various chain homotopies.
Suppose that x ∈ Xi,j = Pi,jDk is a cycle and that we have an element y ∈ X(i+1),(j+1) such
that (vh)(x) = d(y).
We notice that (hv)(x) = (ds + sd − vh)(x) = d(sx − y).
Define two elements z,w ∈ Dk by the formulas
z := (th)(x)+ v(y) and w := (rv)(x) + h(sx − y).
Notice that P(i−1),(j+1)z = z and that P(i+1),(j−1)w = w. Furthermore, from the proof of
Lemma 2.3.3 we know that d(z) = 0 = d(w) and that we have the identities
v[z] = h[x] and h[w] = v[x] (4.5)
in the homology group H(Dk+1).
We shall now see that the value of the horizontal map at the class [z] ∈ H(Dk) agree with the
value of the vertical map at the class [w] ∈ H(Dk). This follows from the calculation
h[z] = [(hth)(x) + (hv)(y)]
= [−h(vs + sv + ht)(x)+ (sd − vh)(y)]
= [(vh− sd)(sx)− (hsv)(x) − (rdt)(x)+ (svh)(x) − (vh)(y)]
= [(vh− sd)(sx)− (hsv)(x) − (rv2)(x)+ s(ds − hv)(x)− (vh)(y)]
= [(vh)(sx − y)− (hs + rv + sh)(vx)]
= [(vh)(sx − y)+ (vrv)(x)]
= v[w]. (4.6)
Here we are using several times that (X,v,h) is an odd homotopy exact bitriangle. In particular,
we use that the chain maps
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vanish at the level of homology. See Definition 4.1.3.
It follows from the identities (4.5) and (4.6) that the sum of classes [x] + [z] + [w] ∈ Ker(δk)
lies in the kernel of the differential δk = v − h : H(Dk) → H(Dk+1). This proves the lemma
since Pi,j ([x] + [z] + [w]) = [x]. 
The last lemma will allow us to give a very simple description of the even isomorphism
η−1ξ : Kvh/(Kv +Kh)→ Kvh/(Kv +Kh). (4.7)
Indeed, let us look at some element y ∈ Pi,jKvh/(Kv + Kh). It follows from Lemma 4.3.1 that
we can find an element x ∈ Hδ(H(Dk)) with y = Pi,j x. In particular, we get that
(
η−1ξ
)
(Pi,j x) =
(
η−1Pi+1,j ξ
)
(x) = (η−1Pi+1,j η)(x) = Pi+1,j−1(x). (4.8)
Thus the isomorphism η−1ξ is nothing but a shift along the diagonal in the direction down and
left.
Remark that the isomorphism in (4.7) induces even isomorphisms
Pi,jK
vh/
(
Kv +Kh)∼= Pi−1,j+1Kvh/(Kv +Kh)∼= Pi+1,j−1Kvh/(Kv +Kh) (4.9)
of Z2-graded vector spaces.
Lemma 4.3.2. The determinants det(η−1+ ξ+) = 1 = det(η−ξ−1− ) are both trivial.
Proof. We will only consider the determinant det(η−1+ ξ+) ∈ F∗. The proof is similar for the other
determinant since det(η−ξ−1− ) = det(ξ−1− η−).
It follows from the description of the even isomorphism
η−1ξ : Kvh/(Kv +Kh)→ Kvh/(Kv +Kh)
given in (4.8) that the determinant in question is a product of signs of cyclic permutations. Indeed,
we have that
det
(
η−1+ ξ+
)= (−1)d(31)+(d(22)++d(13)+)+d(11)+(d(32)++d(23)+)+d(21)+(d(12)++d(33)+)
where the non-negative numbers d(ij)+ ∈ N∪{0} are given by the dimensions of quotient spaces
d(ij)+ = dim
(
Pij
(
Kvh+ /
(
Kv+ +Kh+
)))
.
The result of the lemma is now a consequence of the isomorphisms in (4.9). 
The next theorem follows from Lemmas 4.3.2 and 4.2.5. The result is important for our later
investigation of the algebraic properties of the joint torsion transition numbers.
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T (v) and T (h) : det(H+(X))→ det(H−(X))
of the odd homotopy exact bitriangle (X,v,h) agree.
Let us spell out the implications of Theorem 4.3.3 for the torsion isomorphisms of the columns
and rows of the odd homotopy exact bitriangle X.
To this end, we introduce the Z2-graded homology groups H(Xv) and H(Xh) which are
defined as the direct sums
H(Xv) = H(X∗1)⊕H(X∗2)⊕H(X∗3) and H(Xh) = H(X1∗)⊕H(X2∗)⊕H(X3∗)
of Z2-graded homology groups.
The tensor product of the torsion isomorphisms associated with the columns yields an iso-
morphism
T (Xv) := T (X∗1)⊗ T (X∗2)⊗ T (X∗3) : det
(
H+(Xv)
)→ det(H−(Xv)).
Likewise, the tensor product of the torsion isomorphisms associated with the rows yields an
isomorphism
T (Xh) := T (X1∗)⊗ T (X2∗)⊗ T (X3∗) : det
(
H+(Xh)
)→ det(H−(Xh)).
Finally, we have a permutation isomorphism
θ =
(
θ+ 0
0 θ−
)
: H+(Xv)⊕H−(Xv) → H+(Xh)⊕H−(Xh).
The next corollary is then a reformulation of Theorem 4.3.3.
Corollary 4.3.4. The torsion isomorphisms of the columns and rows of the odd homotopy exact
bitriangle X agree up to conjugation by the determinant of the permutation matrix θ . Thus, we
have the identity
T (Xv) = det(θ−)−1 ◦ T (Xh) ◦ det(θ+) : det
(
H+(Xv)
)→ det(H−(Xv))
of vertical and horizontal torsion isomorphisms.
We end this section by presenting some further comments on the relation between our results
and the theory of determinant functors on triangulated categories.
Remark 4.3.5. Let us recall that a determinant functor det : T → P in the sense of M. Breuning
is required to be associative. See [2]. Here T is a triangulated category and P is a Picard category.
As a consequence of the associativity condition it can be proved that each commutative square
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h11−−−−→ X12
v11
⏐⏐
 v12⏐⏐

X21
h21−−−−→ X22
can be completed into a 9-term diagram (or a bitriangle) (X,v,h) with distinguished rows and
columns such that the diagram of isomorphisms
det(X22) −−−−→ det(X21)⊗ det(X23)⏐⏐
 ⏐⏐

det(X12)⊗ det(X32) −−−−→ (det(X11)⊗ det(X13))⊗ (det(X31)⊗ det(X33))
(4.10)
is commutative. See [2, Lemma 3.9]. Here the various maps are given by the determinant functor
applied to the columns and the rows together with some associativity and commutativity isomor-
phisms in the Picard category. Thus, the associativity condition establishes a relation between
the “vertical” and the “horizontal” determinants.
Let us now return to the derived category, DZ2fin (A), of Z2-graded chain complexes with finite-
dimensional homology. And recall that we have the functor det which we constructed in Re-
mark 2.3.5. The result of the comparison Theorem 4.3.3 can now be translated into the statement
that the diagram (4.10) associated with a homotopy exact bitriangle (X,v,h) is commutative.
Thus, an analog of [2, Lemma 3.9] holds for our functor det provided that the bitriangular
completion (X,v,h) of the commutative square satisfies the homotopy exactness condition of
Definition 4.1.3.
5. Algebraic properties
In this section we will prove the triviality result and the multiplicativity result for the joint
torsion transition numbers. These results were advertised in the introduction to the paper. Our
main tool is the comparison theorem for vertical and horizontal torsion isomorphisms arising
from an odd homotopy exact bitriangle. See Section 4.3.
5.1. Triviality
In this section we will give a sufficient condition for triviality of the joint torsion transition
numbers.
Let A = (A1, . . . ,An) be a commuting tuple of linear operators on a vector space E.
Let 1  i < j  n be two numbers between 1 and n. We will assume that the commut-
ing tuple obtained from A by removing both of the operators Ai and Aj is Fredholm. Thus,
(ij)(A) = (A1, . . . , Âi , . . . , Âj , . . . ,An) is a commuting Fredholm tuple. It then follows from
Theorem 3.2.3 that the commuting tuples
i(A) = (A1, . . . , Âi , . . . ,An) and j (A) = (A1, . . . , Âj , . . . ,An)
are Fredholm. We can thus make sense of the joint torsion transition number τi,j (A) ∈ F∗. The
aim of this section is to prove that τi,j (A) = 1.
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K((ij)(A))
Ai−−−−→ K((ij)(A))[1] ιi−−−−→ K(j (A)) ι
∗
i ε
∗
i−−−−→ K((ij)(A))
Aj
⏐⏐
 −Aj⏐⏐
 Aj⏐⏐
 Aj⏐⏐

K((ij)(A))[1] Ai−−−−→ K((ij)(A)) ιi−−−−→ K(j (A))[1] −ι
∗
i ε
∗
i−−−−→ K((ij)(A))[1]
ιj−1
⏐⏐
 −ιj−1⏐⏐
 ιj⏐⏐
 ιj−1⏐⏐

K(i(A))
Ai−−−−→ K(i(A))[1] ιi−−−−→ K(A) ι
∗
i ε
∗
i−−−−→ K(i(A))
ι∗j−1ε∗j−1
⏐⏐
 −ι∗j−1ε∗j−1⏐⏐
 ι∗j ε∗j⏐⏐
 ι∗j−1ε∗j−1⏐⏐

K((ij)(A))
Ai−−−−→ K((ij)(A))[1] ιi−−−−→ K(j (A)) ι
∗
i ε
∗
i−−−−→ K((ij)(A))
(5.1)
and the diagram of odd homotopies
K((ij)(A)) ←−−−−
0
K((ij)(A))[1] ←−−−−
ι∗i
K(j (A)) ←−−−−
εi ιi
K((ij)(A))⏐⏐0 ⏐⏐0 ⏐⏐0 ⏐⏐0
K((ij)(A))[1] ←−−−−
0
K((ij)(A)) ←−−−−
ι∗i
K(j (A))[1] ←−−−−−εi ιi K((ij)(A))[1]⏐⏐ι∗j−1 ⏐⏐−ι∗j−1 ⏐⏐ι∗j ⏐⏐ι∗j−1
K(i(A)) ←−−−−
0
K(i(A))[1] ←−−−−
ι∗i
K(A) ←−−−−
εi ιi
K(i(A))⏐⏐εj−1ιj−1 ⏐⏐−εj−1ιj−1 ⏐⏐εj ιj ⏐⏐εj−1ιj−1
K((ij)(A)) ←−−−−
0
K((ij)(A))[1] ←−−−−
ι∗i
K(j (A)) ←−−−−
εi ιi
K((ij)(A))
We leave it to the reader to verify the appropriate identities, see Definition 4.1.3. Notice in this
respect that the rows and columns are homotopy exact by Theorem 3.3.1. The remaining anti-
commutativity relations are in fact satisfied at the level of chain complexes. We will use the
odd homotopy exact bitriangle X to obtain the triviality result. Remark that the homology group
H(X) is finite-dimensional by assumption.
Theorem 5.1.1. The joint torsion transition number τi,j (A) = 1 is trivial.
Proof. We need to prove that the torsion isomorphisms
(−1)μi(A)Ti(A) and (−1)μj (A)Tj (A) : det
(
H+(A)
)→ det(H−(A))
agree. Here the non-negative numbers μi(A)and μj (A) ∈ N ∪ {0} are defined in (3.3). We will
do this by applying the comparison Corollary 4.3.4. The identifications of determinants which
appear are carried out according to the sign convention stated in the beginning of Section 3.
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have the identifications
T (X1∗)⊗ T (X2∗)⊗ T (X3∗) = (−1)dim(H−(j (A)))T
(
X
j(A)
i
)⊗ T (Xj(A)i )−1 ⊗ T (XAi )
∼= (−1)dim(H−(j (A)))T (XAi )
∼= (−1)dim(H−(j (A)))Ti(A)
for this tensor product. Remark that the sign on the last odd chain map of the second row is
responsible for the sign
(−1)dim(H−(j (A)))+dim(H−((ij)(A)))+dim(H−((ij)(A))) = (−1)dim(H−(j (A))).
Likewise, we look at the tensor product of torsion isomorphisms of the columns in X. We
then have the identifications
T (X∗1)⊗ T (X∗2)⊗ T (X∗3) = (−1)Ind((ij)(A))+dim(H−(i(A)))T
(
X
i(A)
j−1
)⊗ T (Xi(A)j−1)−1 ⊗ T (XAj )
∼= (−1)Ind((ij)(A))+dim(H−(i(A)))T (XAj )
∼= (−1)Ind((ij)(A))+dim(H−(i(A)))Tj (A)
for this tensor product.
Finally, we look at the sign of the permutation
θ : H+(Xv)⊕H−(Xv) → H+(Xh)⊕H−(Xh)
of homology groups. See Corollary 4.3.4. It can be verified that this sign is given by sgn(θ) =
(−1)Ind((ij)(A)).
From the comparison of vertical and horizontal torsion isomorphisms we then get the identity
(−1)dim(H−(i(A)))Tj (A) = (−1)dim(H−(j (A)))Ti(A). The result of the lemma now follows by the
triviality of the Fredholm indices, Ind(i(A)) = 0 = Ind(j (A)). See Theorem 3.2.3. Indeed, this
vanishing result implies that
(−1)μk(A) = (−1)dim(H+(k(A)))·dim(H−(k(A))) = (−1)dim(H−(k(A))), k = i, j. 
5.2. Multiplicativity
Let A = (A1, . . . ,An) and B = (B1,A2, . . . ,An) be two n-tuples of commuting linear op-
erators on a vector space E. The two tuples only differ in the first coordinate. Remark that
we do not assume that the linear operators A1 and B1 commute. Let us also fix two numbers
i, j ∈ {1, . . . , n}.
We define the product of A and B as the n-tuple of commuting linear operators A · B :=
(A1 · B1,A2, . . . ,An). The goal of this section is to prove a multiplicativity relation for the
joint torsion transition numbers. To be more precise, we will prove that we have the identity
τi,j (A ·B) = τi,j (A) · τi,j (B) when the joint torsion transition numbers make sense. Notice that
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joint torsion transition numbers, see Theorem 3.3.5.
An important tool is the relation of Corollary 4.3.4 between vertical and horizontal torsion
isomorphisms. In order to apply this result we need to establish the relevant homotopy exact
bitriangles. This will be accomplished in the next lemmas.
To begin with, we will establish a link between the Koszul complexes K(B), K(A · B) and
K(A). The link is given by the following odd triangle of Z2-graded chain complexes
M(A,B) : K(B) ν(A1)−−−−→ K(A ·B)[1] μ(B1)−−−−→ K(A) ε
∗
1−−−−→ K(B).
Here the odd chain maps
ν(A1) : K(A) → K(A ·B)[1] and μ(B1) : K(A ·B)[1] → K(B)
are given by
ν(A1) := ε1ε∗1 +A1ε∗1ε1 and μ(B1) := B1ε1ε∗1 + ε∗1ε1.
We would like to show that M(A,B) is homotopy exact. To this end we define the odd homotopy
M†(A,B) : K(B) ←−−−−
ε1ε
∗
1
K(A ·B)[1] ←−−−−
ε∗1ε1
K(A) ←−−−−
ε1
K(B).
Lemma 5.2.1. The odd triangle of Z2-graded chain complexes M(A,B) is homotopy exact.
Proof. We should start by checking that the composition of any two successive odd chain maps
in the odd triangle M(A,B) is chain homotopic to zero with homotopies given by M†(A,B).
See Definition 2.3.2. The verifications are all straight forward. However, for the convenience of
the reader, we will present the most complicated computation. We have that
μ(B1) ◦ ν(A1) = B1ε1ε∗1 +A1ε∗1ε1.
On the other hand we have that
dAε1 + ε1dB = A1ε∗1ε1 +B1ε1ε∗1 +
n∑
i=2
Aiε
∗
i ε1 +
n∑
i=2
Aiε1ε
∗
i
= A1ε∗1ε1 +B1ε1ε∗1 .
This proves that μ(B1)◦ν(A1) : K(B) → K(A) is chain homotopic to zero with homotopy given
by ε1 : K(B) → K(A).
We should then check the “homotopy decomposition” condition of Definition 2.3.2. Again,
everything follows by straight forward computations. In fact, the desired identities are all valid
at the level of chain complexes. 
Remark that a combination of Lemmas 5.2.1 and 2.3.3 yields a proof of the additivity property
for Fredholm tuple indices. See Theorem 3.2.4.
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complexes. It is given by the following anti-commuting diagram of odd chain maps
K(m(B))
Am−−−−→ K(m(B))[1] ιm−−−−→ K(B) ι
∗
mε
∗
m−−−−→ K(m(B))
ν(A1)
⏐⏐
 −ν(A1)⏐⏐
 ν(A1)⏐⏐
 ν(A1)⏐⏐

K(m(A ·B))[1] Am−−−−→ K(m(A ·B)) ιm−−−−→ K(A ·B)[1] −ι
∗
mε
∗
m−−−−→ K(m(A ·B))[1]
μ(B1)
⏐⏐
 −μ(B1)⏐⏐
 μ(B1)⏐⏐
 μ(B1)⏐⏐

K(m(A))
Am−−−−→ K(m(A))[1] ιm−−−−→ K(A) ι
∗
mε
∗
m−−−−→ K(m(A))
ε∗1
⏐⏐
 −ε∗1⏐⏐
 ε∗1⏐⏐
 ε∗1⏐⏐

K(m(B))
Am−−−−→ K(m(B))[1] ιm−−−−→ K(B) ι
∗
mε
∗
m−−−−→ K(m(B))
and the diagram of odd homotopies
K(m(B)) ←−−−−
0
K(m(B))[1] ←−−−−
ι∗m
K(B) ←−−−−
εmιm
K(m(B))⏐⏐ε1ε∗1 ⏐⏐−ε1ε∗1 ⏐⏐ε1ε∗1 ⏐⏐ε1ε∗1
K(m(A ·B))[1] ←−−−−
0
K(m(A ·B)) ←−−−−
ι∗m
K(A ·B)[1] ←−−−−−εmιm K(m(A ·B))[1]⏐⏐ε∗1ε1 ⏐⏐−ε∗1ε1 ⏐⏐ε∗1ε1 ⏐⏐ε∗1ε1
K(m(A)) ←−−−−
0
K(m(A))[1] ←−−−−
ι∗m
K(A) ←−−−−
εmιm
K(m(A))⏐⏐ε1 ⏐⏐−ε1 ⏐⏐ε1 ⏐⏐ε1
K(m(B)) ←−−−−
0
K(m(B))[1] ←−−−−
ι∗m
K(B) ←−−−−
εmιm
K(m(B))
Notice that the vertical triangles are homotopy exact by Lemma 5.2.1 and that the horizontal
triangles are homotopy exact by Lemma 3.3.1. This reduces the proof of the homotopy exactness
of the bitriangle X(m) to a verification of the anti-commutativity of several squares. All the
calculations involved are however next to trivial and they will therefore not be considered at this
place. Remark that the desired identities are actually satisfied at the level of chain complexes.
Suppose that two of the commuting tuples m(A),m(B) and m(A · B) are Fredholm. It then
follows from Lemma 3.2.4 that the third commuting tuple is Fredholm as well. Furthermore, we
see that the homology group H(X(m)) is finite-dimensional. We will use the homotopy exact
bitriangle X(m) to compare the torsion isomorphisms
Tm(A) : det
(
H+(A)
)→ det(H−(A)) and Tm(B) : det(H+(B))→ det(H−(B))
with the torsion isomorphism
Tm(A ·B) : det
(
H+(A ·B)
)→ det(H−(A ·B)).
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Lemma 5.2.2. We have a canonical identification of torsion isomorphisms
T
(
M(A,B)
)∼= (−1)dim(H−(A·B))+μm(B)+μm(A·B)+μm(A) · Tm(B)⊗ Tm(A ·B)−1 ⊗ Tm(A) :
det
(
H+
(
M(A,B)
))→ det(H−(M(A,B))).
Here the exponents μm(B),μm(A ·B)and μm(A) ∈ N ∪ {0} are defined in (3.3).
Proof. We will use the sign convention appearing in the beginning of Section 3.
We start by looking at the tensor product of torsion isomorphisms associated with the rows of
the homotopy exact bitriangle X(m). We then have the identifications
T
(
X(m)1∗
)⊗ T (X(m)2∗)⊗ T (X(m)3∗)
= (−1)dim(H−(A·B))T (XBm)⊗ T (XA·Bm )−1 ⊗ T (XAm)
∼= (−1)dim(H−(A·B))Tm(B)⊗ Tm(A ·B)−1 ⊗ Tm(A)
of isomorphisms. Remark that the sign on the last odd chain map in the second row is responsible
for the sign
(−1)dim(H−(A·B))+2·dim(H−(m(A·B))) = (−1)dim(H−(A·B)).
Next, we look at the tensor product of torsion isomorphisms associated with the columns of
the homotopy exact bitriangle X(m). We then have the identifications
T
(
X(m)∗1
)⊗ T (X(m)∗2)⊗ T (X(m)∗3)
= (−1)dim(H−(X(m)∗2)) · T (M(m(A),m(B)))⊗ T (M(m(A),m(B)))−1 ⊗ T (M(A,B))
∼= (−1)dim(H−(X(m)∗2))T (M(A,B))
of isomorphisms.
We will now examine the sign of the permutation
θ : H+
(
X(m)v
)⊕H−(X(m)v)→ H+(X(m)h)⊕H−(X(m)h)
of vertical and horizontal homology groups. It can be verified that this sign is given by
sgn(θ) = (−1)μm(B)+μm(A)+μm(A·B)+dim(H−(X(m)∗2)).
The result of the lemma then follows by an application of the comparison Corollary 4.3.4. 
We will now treat the case where m = 1.
To this end, we define the odd homotopy exact bitriangle X(1) by the diagram
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∗
1ε
∗
1−−−−→ K(1(B))
1
⏐⏐
 −A1⏐⏐
 ν(A1)⏐⏐
 1⏐⏐

K(1(A ·B))[1] A1·B1−−−−→ K(1(A ·B)) ι1−−−−→ K(A ·B)[1] −ι
∗
1ε
∗
1−−−−→ K(1(A ·B))[1]
0
⏐⏐
 −ι1⏐⏐
 μ(B1)⏐⏐
 0⏐⏐

0 0−−−−→ K(A)[1] 1−−−−→ K(A) 0−−−−→ 0
0
⏐⏐
 −ι∗1ε∗1⏐⏐
 ε∗1⏐⏐
 0⏐⏐

K(1(B)) B1−−−−→ K(1(B))[1] ι1−−−−→ K(B) ι
∗
1ε
∗
1−−−−→ K(1(B))
of odd chain maps. This diagram is anti-commutative except for the square
K(1(A ·B))[1] A1·B1−−−−→ K(1(A ·B))
0
⏐⏐
 −ι1⏐⏐

0 0−−−−→ K(A)[1]
The even chain map
−ι1 ◦ (A1B1) : K
(
1(A ·B))[1] → K(A)[1]
is chain homotopic to zero through the homotopy
s := ε1ι1B1 : K
(
1(A ·B))[1] → K(A)[1].
The diagram of odd homotopies for X(1) is given by
K(1(B)) ←−−−−
0
K(1(B))[1] ←−−−−
ι∗1
K(B)
ε1ι1←−−−− K(1(B))⏐⏐1 ⏐⏐0 ⏐⏐ε1ε∗1 ⏐⏐1
K(1(A ·B))[1] ←−−−−
0
K(1(A ·B)) ←−−−−
ι∗1
K(A ·B)[1] ←−−−−−ε1ι1 K(1(A ·B))[1]⏐⏐0 ⏐⏐−ι∗1 ⏐⏐ε∗1ε1 ⏐⏐0
0 ←−−−−
0
K(A)[1] ←−−−−
1
K(A) ←−−−−
0
0⏐⏐0 ⏐⏐−ε1ι1 ⏐⏐ε1 ⏐⏐0
K(1(B)) ←−−−−
0
K(1(B))[1] ←−−−−
ι∗1
K(B) ←−−−−
ε1ι1
K(1(B)).
In order to prove that X(1) is a homotopy exact bitriangle we need to consider several identities.
See Definition 4.1.3. First of all we notice that the homotopy exactness of the rows and columns
484 J. Kaad / Advances in Mathematics 229 (2012) 442–486follows from Lemma 5.2.1 and Theorem 3.3.1. We should then prove that the chain maps vs +
sv + ht + th and hs + sh + vr + rv are chain homotopic to trivial maps. It turns out that these
maps are already trivial at the level of chain complexes. As an example, let us verify the identity
hs + sh+ vr + rv = 0 : K(A ·B)[1] → K(A)[1].
On this component we have that
hs + sh+ vr + rv = −ε1ι1B1ι∗1ε∗1 − ι1ι∗1 +μ(B1) = −B1ε1ε∗1 − ε∗1ε1 +μ(B1) = 0.
The rest of the vanishing results follows by similar straight forward calculations. Let us suppose
that the commuting tuple 1(A) = 1(B) = 1(A ·B) is Fredholm.
Lemma 5.2.3. We have a canonical identification of torsion isomorphisms
T
(
M(A,B)
)∼= (−1)dim(H−(A·B))+μ1(A)T1(B)⊗ T1(A ·B)−1 ⊗ T1(A) :
det
(
H+
(
M(A,B)
))→ det(H−(M(A,B))).
Proof. We will use isomorphisms similar to the sign convention stated in the beginning of Sec-
tion 3.
Let us look at the tensor product of vertical torsion isomorphisms associated with the homo-
topy exact bitriangle X(1). We then have the identifications
T
(
X(1)∗1
)⊗ T (X(1)∗2)⊗ T (X(1)∗3)
= (−1)Ind(1(A))+dim(H−(A)) · T (X(1)∗1)⊗ T (XA1 )−1 ⊗ T (M(A,B))
∼= (−1)Ind(1(A))+dim(H−(A))+μ1(A) · T1(A)−1 ⊗ T
(
M(A,B)
)
for this tensor product.
Next, we take a look at the tensor product of horizontal torsion isomorphisms associated with
the homotopy exact bitriangle X(1). We then have the identifications
T
(
X(1)1∗
)⊗ T (X(1)2∗)⊗ T (X(1)3∗)
= (−1)dim(H−(A·B)) · T (XB1 )⊗ T (XA·B1 )−1 ⊗ T (X(1)3∗)
∼= (−1)dim(H−(A·B))+dim(H−(A))T1(B)⊗ T1(A ·B)−1
for this tensor product. Here we have used that Ind(A) = 0. Indeed, the torsion isomorphism
T (X(1)3∗) is really given by the sign
T
(
X(1)3∗
)∼= (−1)dim(H−(A))·dim(H+(A)) = (−1)dim(H−(A)).
Finally, we consider the sign of the permutation
θ : H+
(
X(1)v
)⊕H−(X(1)v)→ H+(X(1)h)⊕H−(X(1)h)
J. Kaad / Advances in Mathematics 229 (2012) 442–486 485of homology groups. It can be checked that this sign is given by
sgn(θ) = (−1)Ind(1(A)).
The result of the lemma now follows by an application of the comparison Corollary 4.3.4. 
We are now ready to prove the main result of this section: The multiplicativity of the joint
torsion transition numbers.
Theorem 5.2.4. Suppose that the joint torsion transition numbers in position (i, j) are well-
defined for two of the three commuting tuples A, B and A · B . Then the joint torsion transition
number is well-defined for the third commuting tuple and is linked to the two others by the
multiplicativity relation
τi,j (A ·B) = τi,j (A) · τi,j (B).
Proof. The result follows from the definition of the joint torsion transition numbers and by an
application of Lemmas 5.2.2 and 5.2.3. 
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